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Background on Cloud Computing 

•  Rapid proliferation of cloud computing infrastructures  
–  Started with private clouds (Google) 
–  Now, shared clouds (Amazon EC2) 

•  Cloud capabilities align with DoD interests 
–  Can handle huge data growth and throughput 

•  Facebook (2010): 4800 cores, 100TB/day growth, 1PB/day data 
processing I/O 

–  Typical apps are search, machine learning, log processing and 
sensor data processing 
•  e.g., real-time processing of large radar images  

–  Shared clouds support utility computing and are cost effective  
•  Statistically multiplex load from different users (e.g., across services) 
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Problem Statement 

•  Typically, data processing on a cloud uses programming 
models like MapReduce (MR) 

•  Originally designed for private clouds, where resource 
allocation can be by fiat 

•  But in a shared cloud, resource contention is the norm  
–  Competing loads make resource availability highly unpredictable 
–  Fairness means no user should have priority over another 

•  How can we optimize MapReduce performance 
under unpredictable, fluctuating resource availability 
on a shared cloud? 
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Agenda 

•  MapReduce Review 

•  Resource Contention on Shared Clouds 

•  Speculative Pipelining 
–  Speculative Prefetching 
–  Speculative Computing 

•  Performance Evaluation 

•  Recap and Future Work 



MapReduce Review 

•  MapReduce jobs occur in phases of parallel tasks 
–  Job completes when last task finishes 

•  Input data is split into chunks stored on a distributed file system; data 
locality is extremely important for performance 

•  A slow task (straggler) is speculatively executed on another node 
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Tasks: 
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Tasks: 

Map Phase 



Resource Contention – CPU 

•  CPU availability affected by 
–  Exogenous CPU load 

•  e.g., another user’s VM encapsulating unknown workload may co-
locate with one of your MR tasks 

–  Node heterogeneity 
•  Nodes with slower CPUs exacerbate the problem 

•  Fluctuations in CPU load can cause stragglers 
–  Recall MR job completion times are bounded by slowest task 

•  Example: Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) 
–  Ran compute-intensive tasks (no I/O) on us-east-1a data center 

during normal business hours 
–  20% of tasks were stragglers, taking an avg of 50% longer to 

complete 

•  Want to make sure stragglers complete faster 
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•  Network I/O affected by   
–  Bottlenecks due to tree topology of data center networks 

•  TOR switch bandwidth < peak cross-rack traffic 
•  Generally, bisection bandwidth of DC is limited by bandwidth of core 

switches 
–  Load 

•  I/O-bottlenecked tasks are sensitive to even slight 
fluctuations in available bandwidth 

•  Example: Amazon EC2 
–  Infinite offered load for 10 simultaneous long-lived TCP flows 

within us-east-1a  
–  29% of runs had at least one flow that experienced a 50% drop in 

throughput between consecutive 60s windows 

•  Want to minimize cross-rack traffic 
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Resource Contention – Network I/O 



Speculative Pipelining Overview 

•  Speculative pipelining 
–  Use optimization primitives to mitigate fluctuations in CPU and 

network bandwidth availability on shared clouds 
–  Basic strategies: 

•  Overlap computation with I/O 
•  Use otherwise idle resources 

•  Primitive 1:  Speculative Prefetching 
–  Ensure via prefetching that a speculatively executed task does 

not have to wait for data from straggler node 

•  Primitive 2:  Speculative Computation 
–  Minimize cross-rack traffic by doing extra computation on local 

copies of data 
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Speculative Prefetching Scenario 1 

•  Consider chained MR jobs 
–  Output of Job A is input for Job B, and so on… 
–  Replication factor = 1 

•  Standard response to straggler 

•  Instead, when network is idle during map, speculatively 
prefetch inputs in anticipation of straggler  
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Speculative Prefetching Scenario 2 

•  Two candidate stragglers, Map1 and Map2, operating on 
input splits d1 and d2, respectively 
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Speculative Prefetching Scenario 2 

•  Speculatively prefetch d1 and d2 to two other nodes 
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Speculative Prefetching Scenario 2 

•  Map1 turns out to be “true straggler”, so prefetching d2 
was a waste of bandwidth 

•  Can we always prefetch something useful, even if we 
don’t know which node is a true straggler? 

•  Even if we did know the true straggler, can we avoid 
prefetching from it?  (It’s slow, after all.) 
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Open-option Prefetching 
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Node A Map1 d1 

Node C Map2 d2 

Node D Map1 Prefetch d2 d1   d2 

•  Erasure coding helps to solve both problems 
•  Suppose Node D has coded block d1      d2 

–  Prefetching d2 to Node D is always useful  
•  Node D can decode to obtain d1 and d2 

•  Keeps option of which task to speculate open 
–  Prefetching d2 from Node C is fast (Node A is the slow node)  
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•  Consider traffic pattern of MR sort job 
–  I/O-bound tasks 
–  Enough tasks to span 2 racks 
–  Replication factor = 3 

Speculative Computing Scenario 
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Speculative Computing Scenario  

•  Standard shuffle phase 
traffic pattern means 
heavy cross-rack traffic 

•  Speculatively computing 
redundant tasks using local 
data replicas minimizes 
cross-rack traffic  
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Performance Evaluation 

•  Experiment Testbed  
–  45 nodes:   VIA Nano 1.6GHz 

CPU, 1GB RAM,  8GB flash disk 

–  2 Cisco Catalyst 3500XL non-
blocking 100Mbps TOR switches 

–  Hadoop 0.20.2  
•  1 node:     JobTracker & NameNode  
•  44 nodes: TaskTracker & DataNode 
•  Config consistent w/ Amazon EMR 

–  Hadoop Sort as example 
application 
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Performance: Speculative Prefetching 

•  Induce exogenous CPU load on a single node  
–  Compare job completion time with and without speculative 

prefetching 

•  Experiment setup 
–  Single rack of 44 worker nodes 
–  Hadoop Sort on 5.6GB input (128MB chunk size x 44 nodes) 
–  Node n1 given 99% exogenous CPU load 

–  Case 1:  No speculative prefetching 
•  HDFS replication factor = 1, forces data-local map task assignment 

–  Case 2:  Emulated speculative prefetching 
•  HDFS replication factor = 44   
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Performance: Speculative Prefetching 
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No speculative prefetching 

Speculatively-executed 
task incurs long delay 
because fetching from 
straggling node is slow 
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Performance: Speculative Prefetching 
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No speculative prefetching Emulated speculative prefetching 

Speculatively-executed 
task incurs long delay 
because fetching from 
straggling node is slow 

Speculatively-executed 
task incurs only straggler 
detection delay, resulting in 
shorter job completion time 
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Performance: Speculative Computing 

•  Emulate shuffle traffic pattern found under speculative 
computing 
–  Compare job and shuffle phase completion times 

•  Experiment setup 
–  2 TOR switches, 100Mbps bridge 
–  22 worker nodes per rack (44 total workers) 

–  Case 1: Baseline 
•  Hadoop Sort 22GB using both racks 

–  Case 2:  Emulated Speculative Computing 
•  Hadoop Sort 11GB using one rack only 
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Performance: Speculative Computing 
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Baseline 

Total: 646s 

Shuffle: 597s 



Performance: Speculative Computing 
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Shuffle phase is much shorter with 
speculative computing because no 
cross-rack traffic is incurred 

Baseline Emulated Speculative Computing 

Total: 646s Total: 254s 

Shuffle: 597s 
Shuffle: 199s 



Recap 

•  Resource availability on shared clouds are unpredictable 
due to  
–  Competing CPU loads 
–  Competing network I/O loads 

•  Speculative pipelining mitigates these resource 
fluctuations via optimization primitives 
–  Speculative Prefetching (incl. open-option prefetching) 
–  Speculative Computing 

•  Speculative pipelining is a general technique, not just 
tied to MapReduce (or Hadoop) 
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Future Work 

•  Automatic speculative pipelining optimization  
–  For higher-level languages (Pig Latin, Sawzall, DryadLINQ) 
–  Similar to compiler optimization 

•  Deployment on airborne (UAV) compute cloud 
–  Speculative pipelining is a good match for airborne scenario  

•  High-loss, low-bandwidth wireless network 
•  Faulty nodes 
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Comments & Questions? 
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